ABSTRACT. We study density and extension problems for weighted Sobolev spaces on bounded (e, 8) domains (D when a doubling weight w satisfies the weighted Poincare inequality on cubes near the boundary of
Introduction.
Recently there has been quite a number of works related to weighted Sobolev spaces. For example, Kufher [23] studied various properties of weighted Sobolev spaces on certain domains *D for weights arising from dist(-,M) with M caft Also, Brown and Hinton [2] , [3] , [4] and Gutierrez and Wheeden [20] obtained weighted Sobolev interpolation inequalities. Meanwhile, the author [9] , [11] , [13] has studied the extension and restriction problems on weighted Sobolev spaces. In this paper, we would like to improve some results in [9] . Namely, we will study density problems and extension problems on weighted Sobolev spaces. Note that some of our results overlap some of those in [23] and [17] .
By a weight w, we mean a non-negative locally integrable function on R n . By abusing notation, we will also write w for the measure induced by w. Sometimes we write dw to denote wdx. We always assume w is doubling, by which we mean w(2Q) < Cw(Q) for every cube Q, where 2Q denotes the cube with the same center as Q and twice its edgelength. All cubes in this paper are assumed to be closed and with edges parallel to the axes. By w E A p , we mean w satisfies the Muckenhoupt^ condition, i.e., [17] . Moreover, the author [9] prove that E p wk ((D) is a Banach space when w G A p . Note that it is just a weighted version of Theorem 1.1.13.1 in [26] . We will show that indeed the following is true. Recently, the author extended Theorems 1.3 and 1.4 to weighted Sobolev spaces when the weight is in A p [9] . In this paper, we will extend these results further by relaxing the A p assumption on the weight w to the following conditions on a bounded (e, 6) domain 2):
TJ-(J wdxY
w satisfies a local Poincare inequality on 2). Indeed, we prove that M) a , a G R, then it follows from the non-weighted Poincare inequality that (1.4) r-/elk(0 < ci(0l|v/|| C(e) v/Gi£ liloc (0) for all cubes Q with /(0 comparable to d{Q). Moreover, it is clear that w G A^^D).
Hence it follows from Theorem 1.
)). Thus when w is doubling
and (D is a bounded (e, 5) domain, we obtain those density theorems in [23] .
where s is a positive and continuous function on positive real numbers that satisfies certain properties described in Kufher [23] or [17] , similar conclusion can be obtained by Theorem 1.5 if we know that w is doubling.
(c) We do not know exactly when will the weights w defined as above will be doubling. However, in the case that M is just a finite subset of d (2)). Finally, when the weights are of the form as in Remark 1.7(a), we are able to obtain extension theorems similar to Theorems 1.4 and 1.5 in [9] ; see Remark 4.3.
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Preliminaries.
In what follows, C denotes various positive constants, they may differ even in a same string of estimates. Moreover, sometimes, we will use C(a, /?,...) instead of C to emphasize that the constant is depending on a, /3,.... Following [22] , we say that two cubes touch if a face of one cube is contained in a face of the other. In particular, the union of two touching cubes of equal size is a rectangle.
First, let us state a theorem on polynomials. 
for all cubes Q in (D by the unweighted Poincare inequality, we have if /y = P(Qo, Uj),
by the previous lemma, the Holder inequality and the assumption on w. PROOF. By the previous proof, we know 
i^f'~X = XiQo wl~p '-LetM^/*(x) = sup Jfh(y) d[ij [i(F)
where the supremum is taken over all cubes F containing x. Let Q be any cube. We will now show that v, w and M^ satisfies the S p condition [29] . Let x £ Qo H Q, we now consider two cases: CASE (i) g C 3g 0 . Then there exists a cube F C Q and x e F such that M^x^y^V) < CS F w l -P'dy/\F\. Thus
since w is doubling 3 on R n ; see for example [21] .
CASE (ii). Q is not contained in 3Qo.
Since there is nothing to prove when QHQo = 0, we may assume 3 n \Q D 3Qo\ > \3Qo\> Thus
Hence by Theorem A of [29] , we have 
\\M(XQJ)\\LUQO) = \\ M H(XQJ)\\LUQO)
for allf e L p
wUoc (<D) and cube QcK where a(f, Q) = S Q fdx/\Q\ or S Q fdw/w(Q).
PROOF 3. Density theorems. Let 2) be an (e,<5) domain, we will decompose 2) = U© a into connected components and define r = rad(2>) = inf inf sup \x -y\.
We will assume r > 0 in most cases. Then for any x G 2), there is a pointy in the same component with \x -y\ > j. Note that we always have r > 0 when (D is an (e, oo) domain since © is then connected.
Let us recall that two cubes touch if a face of one cube is contained in a face of the other. In particular, the union of two touching cubes of equal size is a rectangle. A collection of cubes {S/}™ 0 is called a chain if 5/ touches S i+ \ for all /.
Next let us recall some properties of the cubes in the Whitney decomposition of an open set © [31] . Since these properties are well-known, we will often make use of them without explicitly mentioning them.
The purpose of this section is to prove the density theorem.
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.5. Our proof is similar to that of [22] and [9] . Let g = 2~m ? m G Z+. Let W\ be the Whitney decomposition of T>. (I) is first stated in [22] without proof. Nevertheless, the reader can refer to the proof of Theorem 6.1 in [9] . A similar conclusion as (II) can indeed be found in [22, Lemma 4 .1] or [9] . However, since (II) is slightly stronger than the conclusion in [22] or [9] , we will prove it.
First 
. We now show that 11/-(gi +g2)|L* m < Cfy First, we will show that \\f -(gi + g2)||^ (0^) < Ci]. Let us note that since g\ = 0 on 2^ and g2 =/ * & on 2)^, for |a| < A: we have K(f-fe.+g2))| L , (%) = ||Z> a 0 r -/*G)lk( % )<C J? by (3.2).
Next write
/Ka 0<cr
Since |D a "^^| < CH a -fl, 0 < /3 < a and t/; EE 0 on (£>,) c , we have IMH^y^ < CT] by (3.2).
To complete the proof, we need only to prove that H^lli^ya^) < 
